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Abstract: High-temperature tensile experiments with tensile rates ranging from 0.01 s−1 to 10 s−1

were carried out at various temperatures ranging from 1000 ◦C to 1250 ◦C with a Gleeble-3800 thermal
simulation tester to evaluate the physical properties of an as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta medium–heavy alloy.
The microstructure evolution of the alloy during high-temperature stretching was characterized by
metallographic microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy. The
results indicated the emergence of multiple slip lines and the parallel arrangement of dislocations in
the grain of the alloy after high-temperature stretching, and typical characteristics of plane slipping
were observed. The plasticity of the Ni–W–Co–Ta medium–heavy alloy increased, but its strength
decreased with an increase in the deformation temperature. In contrast, an increase in the strain
rate resulted in a noticeable increase in the strength and plasticity of the medium–heavy alloy. The
experiments revealed that the maximum tensile strength of the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta medium–heavy
alloy was 735 MPa (T = 1000 ◦C,

.
ε = 10 s−1). Additionally, the maximum reduction in area and

elongation was 38.1% and 11.8% (T = 1250 ◦C,
.
ε = 10 s−1), respectively. The mode of fracture after

high-temperature tensile deformation was brittle fracturing.

Keywords: as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta medium–heavy alloy; high-temperature deformation; mechanical
properties; brittle fracture

1. Introduction

Tungsten heavy alloys (WHAs) are widely used in die-casting molds, counterweights,
shock-absorbing devices, aerospace gyroscope rotors, and flywheels for mechanical en-
gineering because of their high density and toughness, excessive penetration potential,
and good dynamic properties [1–5]. However, their scope of use is limited because the
WHAs presently in use have some shortcomings, such as a complicated fabrication process,
low electrical conductivity and toughness, and excessive adiabatic shear sensitivity [6].
Therefore, much research has been carried out to enhance the overall properties of WHAs.
Gong et al. [7] investigated a sintered 93W–4.9Ni–2.1Fe–0.03Y alloy subjected to speedy hot
extrusion at a temperature of 1150 ◦C. It was proven that the dynamic recovery procedure
of the 93W–4.9Ni–2.1Fe–0.03Y alloy is incomplete during a short extrusion time, and the
high-density dislocations lead to intense work-hardening of tungsten alloys. After hot
extrusion, the tensile strength of the alloy increased from 995 MPa in a sintered state to
1570 MPa, and the hardness increased from 29 HRC to 48 HRC. Kiran et al. [8] system-
atically studied the effect of tungsten content (90–95 wt%) on the mechanical properties
of WHAs, and the results confirmed that the tensile strength and yield strength of WHA
reached their maximum value at a tungsten content of 93%, but the elongation and impact
energy decreased with an increase in the tungsten content. Prabhu et al. [9] found that
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an 90W–6Ni–2Fe–2Co alloy, which was prepared by microwave sintering, exhibited an
increase in tensile strength from 650 MPa under liquid phase sintering to 740 MPa, and
the impact energy increased from 70 J/cm−2 under liquid phase sintering to 203 J/cm−2.
Cordero et al. [10] found that a superfine tungsten alloy with a grain size of 130 nm pre-
pared by fast discharge plasma sintering after ball milling increased in hardness to 12 GPa
and in dynamic impact strength to 4.14 GPa. From these research results, it can be seen
that current studies have improved the static tensile properties and dynamic mechanical
properties of WHAs to some degree. But the price of W is high, and the tungsten reserves
in the world are only 3.7 million tons, restricting the bulk production and large applica-
tion of WHAs [11]. Therefore, a medium–heavy alloy (MHA) with a medium W content
(50%–75%) was proposed by Ye et al. [12] to reduce the costs of WHAs. It was found that
MHAs and WHAs have similar mechanical properties; thus, MHAs could be used as a
substitute for WHAs. And the Ni-W series alloy has been widely studied and used as hard,
wear-resistant, and corrosion-resistant coatings on account of its hardness, wear resistance,
and corrosion resistance [13,14]. However, conventional MHAs and/or WHAs are mainly
prepared through powder metallurgy methods. The materials obtained by these methods
always have faults such as porosities and weak bonding between two phases, which make
it quite challenging to apply MHAs and/or WHAs in harsh service environments [15–20].
Therefore, the search for novel MHAs with excellent comprehensive mechanical properties
is still ongoing [21].

A cast Ni–W–Co–Ta medium–heavy alloy was prepared through a full smelting
process with nickel as the matrix of the face-centered cubic (FCC) structure and tungsten as
the strengthening phase, along with other alloying elements. It possesses the characteristics
of high strength and toughness, excellent dynamic performance similar to that of ultra-
high-strength steel, and high density and high temperature resistance similar to those
of tungsten alloys. It is a novel MHA material with excellent overall performance [22].
However, the Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA had some problems after casting, such as coarse grains,
poor plasticity at high temperatures, ease of cracking during forging, etc., which seriously
limit its applications in industrial production. Therefore, the high-temperature tensile
behavior of an as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA was studied here, providing an experimental
basis and a theoretical basis for the subsequent preparation of Ni–W–Co–Ta MHAs with
better comprehensive performance.

2. Experimental Materials and Research Methods

The experimental material in this study was an as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA smelted by
vacuum induction melting (VIM) + vacuum arc remelting (VAR). The ingredients of the
alloy ingot are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical ingredients of the experimental material (wt%).

Chemical Component W Co Ta Mg C B Ni

Percentage (wt%) 39.5 5.04 0.99 0.0002 0.0005 0.0007 margin

An as-cast sample was cut to prepare samples with suitable dimensions for tensile
testing, as shown in Figure 1, and a Gleeble 3800 tester was used to stretch the samples at a
constant strain rate with deformation temperatures of 1000 ◦C, 1050 ◦C, 1100 ◦C, 1150 ◦C,
1200 ◦C, and 1250 ◦C and strain rates of 0.01 s−1, 0.1 s−1, 1.0 s−1, and 10.0 s−1. Each
tensile sample was loaded into the Gleeble 3800 testing machine, heated to the required
temperature, and held for 5 min to heat the material evenly before stretching. The samples
were quickly water-cooled to preserve the high-temperature deformation structure of the
material after being pulled apart, and the process is illustrated in Figure 2. An EVO25 tung-
sten filament scanning electron microscope was utilized for observing the tensile fracture at
high temperatures, and the acceleration voltage was 20 kV. The metallographic specimens
were prepared by wire cutting, grinding, and polishing. CuCl2 (10 g), HCl (200 mL), and
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C2H2OH (200 mL) reagents were used for metallographic corrosion. The metallographic
structures were observed with an OLYMPUS PMG3 optical microscope. At the same time,
slices of 5 mm × 5 mm × 1 mm were cut perpendicular to the direction of stretching. After
mechanical grinding to 70 µm, the round slices with a diameter of 3 mm were washed
and thinned on a Gatan 691 ion thinning instrument. The microstructures under different
tensile conditions were observed by JEM-2010 transmission electron microscopy.
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Figure 2. Thermal profile of the tensile test.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis
3.1. Analysis of the Tensile Behavior

Figure 3 shows the true stress–strain curves of the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA at a
constant strain rate under high-temperature tension. A similar trend between the stress–
strain curves of the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA at different strain rates and temperatures can
be observed, in which the peak stress gradually increased with a rise in the strain rate under
the same tensile temperature. This was attributed to work-hardening and, subsequently, the
initiation of a large number of high-density dislocations within the alloy, and entanglement
between dislocations hinders dislocation movement. The higher the deformation rate, the
less likely the dynamic recovery of the alloy is to occur, so the strength of the alloy will
continually increase with the deformation rate [23]. The peak stress gradually decreased
with a rise in the deformation temperature under the same strain rate because the increased
temperature promoted the generation of new slip systems in the alloy and the annihilation
of dislocation, which reduced the density of dislocations, thus leading to a decrease in
the peak stress [24]. The true stress increased sharply at the initial stage of deformation.
With an increase in the strain, the growth rate of true stress slowed down and became
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stable at its peak. When the strain continued to increase, the true stress decreased rapidly
until it reached zero. In the initial deformation stage, massive dislocation entanglements
and a dislocation mesh formed inside the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta alloy, resulting in a sharp
increase in the density of dislocations [25]. Therefore, the deformation process of the as-cast
Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA at this stage was dominated by work-hardening, resulting in a rapid
increase in the true stress of the alloy. With the continued increase in the strain, the increase
in the density of dislocations led to a large amount of deformation energy being stored,
which drove the dynamic recovery of the alloy [26], which reduced the work-hardening
effect to a certain extent. However, work-hardening still played a dominant role at this
stage, so the true stress showed a stable stage after reaching its peak, which was the result
of the interaction between dynamic softening and work-hardening achieving dynamic
equilibrium in the material’s process of deformation. Generally, the longer the duration of
the dynamic equilibrium state, the greater the material’s elongation, so the elongation of
the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA reached its maximum at a strain rate of 10 s−1.
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Figure 3. True stress–strain curve of the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA after tensile deformation at
high temperatures.

3.2. Metallographic Structure

Figure 4 displays the metallographic structure of the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA before
and after hot deformation. It can be seen that the grain was equiaxed, and only a small
amount of undissolved particles could be observed within the grain and at the grain bound-
aries, as shown in Figure 4a. Previous studies on the cold deformation of Ni–W–Co–Ta
MHAs have shown that the undissolved particles are composed of tungsten [21,27]. Under
the tensile deformation conditions of T = 1000 ◦C and

.
ε = 0.01 s−1, the equiaxed grains

became elongated, and a small number of voids were generated at the grain boundaries, as
displayed in Figure 4b. A homogeneous phenomenon has also been found to occur in the
5A90 Al–Li alloy [28], and the reason may be that the voids generated by the as-cast alloy
during tensile deformation could not be closed by means of dislocation slip and creep diffu-
sion, so voids were generated at the grain boundaries and trinomial grain boundaries [29].
Under the same temperature, the degree of grain deformation increased significantly with
a rise in the strain rate, the grains elongated into flat or long strips, and the voids generated
during the stretching process gradually disappeared, as shown in Figure 4c. With a rise
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in the deformation temperature (T = 1150 ◦C), the degree of grain deformation decreased
significantly at the same strain rate, showing that the work-hardening effect of as-the cast
Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA decreased, resulting in a decrease in the strength of the alloy to a certain
degree, as displayed in Figure 4d.
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Figure 4. Metallographic structure of the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA after high-temperature tensile
deformation: (a) original; (b) 1000 ◦C and 0.01 s−1; (c) 1000 ◦C and 10 s−1; and (d) 1150 ◦C and 10 s−1.

3.3. Transmission Electron Microscopy Analysis of the Microstructure

Figure 5 shows the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the microstruc-
ture of the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA after tensile deformation at the same strain rate and
different temperatures. When the tensile deformation temperature was 1000 ◦C and the
strain rate was 10s−1, straight and independent dislocation lines appeared in the grain
of the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA, and the preliminary characteristics of plane slipping
appeared, as shown in Figure 5a. When the tensile deformation temperature increased
to 1100 ◦C, the dislocation structures inside the grain had a mostly parallel arrangement,
and no dislocation cell structure formed. The as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA showed obvious
characteristics of plane slipping. At a temperature of 1150 ◦C, there was no precipitation
in the grains of the as-cast alloy, and it still exhibited the characteristics of planar slipping.
When the tensile deformation temperature increased to 1250 ◦C, the dislocation of the alloy
underwent dynamic recovery, resulting in a decrease in the dislocation density, which
weakened the work-hardening effect during the process of tensile deformation. Therefore,
the peak stress of the alloy was low under these conditions. The results showed that the
internal factor controlling the wave slipping or plane slipping mode of FCC metal was
the stacking fault energy [30,31]. A sample usually shows obvious characteristics of wave
slipping when the stacking fault energy is high. However, planar slipping with a uniform
distribution occurs when the stacking fault energy is low. The deformation mechanism
of FCC metals and alloys is greatly affected by the stacking fault energy. For this as-cast
Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA, although there are no relevant research results to illustrate the extent
of its lamination fault energy, some studies have shown that adding W and Co elements
to a Ni matrix can effectively reduce the lamination fault energy of pure Ni [32–35]. In
addition, the microalloying process of Co and Ta elements in the alloy also resulted in
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the formation of short-range ordered structures inside the material [36], which are the
prerequisites for the formation of plane slipping in the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA. Figure 6
is a Ni-W phase diagram. It can be seen from the diagram that the alloy would undergo
second-phase precipitation at high temperatures, and this phenomenon has been observed
in our previous research. The precipitation of the second phase significantly enhances the
strength of the alloy but reduces its plasticity. However, no second-phase particle is found
in Figure 5. In previous studies, it was found that the precipitation of the second phase
in the alloy would take a long time, and no second phase precipitation occurs in a short
period of time [22]. So the second phase does not need to be considered in this study.
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3.4. Mechanical Properties after High-Temperature Deformation

Figure 7 shows the changes in the mechanical properties of the high-density alloys
at different deformation temperatures and strain rates. The tensile strength of the MHA
decreased with an increase in the deformation temperature and a decrease in the strain rate
after reaching its peak value. At a temperature of 1000 ◦C and a tensile deformation rate of
10 s−1, the tensile strength reached a maximum value of 735 MPa, as shown in Figure 7a.
The reason for this phenomenon may be the increase in the deformation temperature, which
led to an increase in the concentration of vacancy saturation and atomic activity in the MHA,
making dislocations more prone to migration and climbing, thereby reducing the peak
stress. The alloy would thus be less likely to undergo dynamic recrystallization because of
the higher density of dislocations in the alloy under the higher strain rate, so the strength
of the alloy constantly increased with an increase in the strain rate [28]. In Figure 7b,c, it
can be seen that the reduction in the area and elongation of the new high-density alloy
reached their lowest values at 1000 ◦C under the same strain rate and gradually increased
with an increase in the deformation temperature. This is on account of the strengthening
of the amplitude within the MHA and the increase in atomic activity as the temperature
increased, leading to an increase in the fluidity of the alloy, thereby enhancing its plasticity.
A decrease in the strain rate was conducive to the full dynamic recovery of the development
of dislocations, and the softening effect of the dynamic recovery of dislocation improved
the elongation of the material. However, a decrease in the strain rate produced an increase
in the high-temperature deformation time, and a small number of cavity defects will be
generated in the alloy under a low strain rate, leading to a decrease in the plasticity of
the material. Therefore, the reduction in the area and elongation of the Ni–W–Co–Ta
MHAs were greatest at a strain rate of 10 s−1. According to the relevant literature, WHAs
exhibit relatively poor tensile properties at high temperatures. S. H. Islam [15] conducted
high-temperature tensile mechanical property tests on traditional 95W-3.5Ni-1.5Fe and
95W-4.5Ni-0.5Co alloys. The results showed that when the two alloys were subjected to
high-temperature tensile testing at 1100 ◦C, their strengths decreased to below 200 MPa
and their elongation decreased to below 2%. It can be observed that the high-temperature
mechanical properties of MHAs are significantly higher than those of WHAs prepared by
traditional powder metallurgy.
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3.5. Fracture Morphology

Figure 8 shows the fracture morphology of the Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA under different
strain rates and temperatures. Under the conditions of T = 1000 ◦C and

.
ε = 0.01 s−1, the

fracture morphology of the alloy is shown in Figure 8a. No obvious necking, fiber zone, or
radiation zone could be observed in the MHA under these conditions. Additionally, most
fractures in the plane were perpendicular to the axis of stress, exhibiting characteristics
of brittle fractures, and the MHA exhibited a minimal reduction in area and elongation
correspondingly. At the same temperature, as the tensile rate increased, the cross-section
of the sample was mostly inclined at a 45◦ angle to the axis of stress. Multiple obvious
holes and cracks could be observed at other sites, as well as fractures in the sample, and
the fracture morphology showed typical characteristics of brittle intergranular fractures,
as shown in Figure 8b. However, at the same tensile rate, with a rise in the deformation
temperature, the macrofractures were relatively flat, and large cavity defects appeared.
These holes are common forms of microporosity in as-cast alloys, and a local stress concen-
tration can easily form near the holes, resulting in brittle fracturing of the alloy [37]. No
obvious dimples could be observed in the fracture, and there were traces of slipping on
the flat section along the edge of the crystals’ section, as shown in Figure 8c. When the
tensile temperature increased further, a necking phenomenon appeared at the macroscopic
fracture, a certain number of cavity defects emerged at the fracture, and the reduction in
area and elongation achieved optimum values. A small number of shallow dimples can
be observed in the enlarged area, and the fractures were also brittle fractures, as shown in
Figure 8d.
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From the above results, it can be seen that the as-cast MHA maintains a certain amount
of elongation during high-temperature tensile tests, but its strength is relatively low and
may be limited in practical applications. Therefore, we will further improve its strength in
future work to meet usage requirements.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, high-temperature tensile experiments were carried out on an as-cast
Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA for the first time to study its microstructure evolution and mechanical
properties under different deformation temperatures and rates of strain. The following
conclusions could be drawn:

(1) When the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA was stretched at a constant strain rate, the
plasticity of the as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA improved, but the strength of the alloy reduced
with the tensile deformation temperature. Both the strength and plasticity of the alloy
improved with an increase in the deformation rate.

(2) The as-cast Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA exhibited typical characteristics of plane slipping,
with straight and independent slip lines and parallel dislocation arrays in the grain after
deformation at a constant tensile strain rate.

(3) The maximum tensile strength of the Ni–W–Co–Ta alloy was 735 MPa at
T = 1000 ◦C and

.
ε = 10 s−1, whereas the reduction in the area (38.1%) and elongation

(11.8%) of the Ni–W–Co–Ta MHA alloy were highest at T = 1250 ◦C and
.
ε = 10 s−1. The

mode of fracture was brittle fracturing.
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